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 Alex. It`s time to embark on a journey that will take you through a world of numbers, where you will come to know the number
patterns behind the animal kingdom and much, much more. Alex.Khunsa-e Thalu Khunsa-e Thalu (, also Romanized as Khūnsa-

e Thalū; also known as Khūnsa and Khūnsa-e ‘Olyā) is a village in Paskhan Rural District, in the Central District of Paskhan
County, Tehran Province, Iran. At the 2006 census, its population was 1,088, in 246 families. References Category:Populated
places in Paskhan CountyConventional electronic products, such as personal digital assistants (PDA), mobile phones, notebook
computers and so on, utilize screws to fix the parts together. Usually, the screws are either screw holes on the interface of the
electronic products, or holes on the printed circuit board (PCB). In some designs, the screw holes on the interface or PCB are

formed by laser drilling or laser punching. However, for an in-depth hole, a high-power laser and powerful processing tools are
required. For the purpose of increasing the reliability of the electronic product, screws with small size are usually adopted.

However, the screw holes of the conventional electronic products are formed by the conventional high-power drilling, which
may easily cause damage to the product. The conventional design can only be used for the plastic products, and the existing
design cannot be directly used for the glass products. Besides, the screw holes with large diameter are limited in the glass

products, thus affecting the application of electronic products. To overcome the above-mentioned problems, those skilled in the
art make great efforts.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to electrical power conversion, and, in particular, to
electrical power conversion systems and methods of operation thereof. 2. Description of the Related Art Conventional electric
motors are typically operated in either a forward or reverse direction. Power is applied to the motor in either direction and, if

necessary, the motor is switched in the opposite direction. As such, it would be beneficial to have an electric motor that has the
ability to both operate in a forward and reverse direction so that power can be applied to the motor in either direction. The

power required to operate the motor is typically provided by a power source such as an alternating current (AC) 82157476af
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